1973 suzuki wiring diagram

Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Sponsor News! Check it out today. Anyone have a clue where I
can find a wiring diagram for this? It's not in Clymer Manual or any others I've seen. Joined:
May 11, Oddometer: 3, Location: Where young people go to retire. The wiring is really, really
straightforward since it is CDI, and has just basic street equipment. Are you trying to find a fault
in the stock wiring, or modify it? I can probably help I converted my 71 TS over to 12V, I would
highly suggest it, especially if you have the funky, impossible to find 6V headlight I had. I'm
helping a friend try to lacate information he just bought one in really good shape but I;m sure a
conversion to 12v is in the works soon. I appreciate any insight or tips in restoring this beauty.
The stator will have a total of 6 wires coming out of it, then another batch of three. There's a
ground in between the CDI and coil, and the kill switch. Of the other 6, one is a ground to the
frame. For bigger loads, you probably want to run a headlight off one 12V regulator and signals,
tail off another regulator. If you want, throw in a generic 12V rectifier and 12V battery, but I liked
the weight savings of no battery. Man thanks I checked your previous postings and see you
have done this before and very well also. I passed the info to my friend and expect he will
register and become an ADV inmate soon. Looks like you guys will have a lot to talk about.
Joined: Jun 6, Oddometer: 2, Location: morgantown, wv. ADV Sponsors. Just what I was
looking for. Thank you sooo much. ShrinerDan , Dec 22, Thank you guys for all your help. I am
the person Old Biker was trying to find the diagram for. I have no idea what's wrong with the
bike yet and it's way to cold out to tear it apart in an unheated garage. I'm buying all of the NOS
electrical parts that I can get my hands on to get ready for the spring tear down. This should
prove to be an interesting project. It runs like almost new so I don't think it will be to hard to
restore. Anyone know where I can pick up the tank emblems? ShrinerDan , Dec 23, I got the
cover coming. I want to keep the bike street legal because I hate trailer queens. That and the
OHV area here in town is to close to throw a bike on and off the trailer. Besides, there aren't alot
of these things on the road any more. Just imagine the looks I'll get at the local biker bar when I
come zipping in on this old thing. I put a 21 inch wheel, and real foot pegs on here too!! No
rubbber covers for me. BIG ED!! ShrinerDan , Dec 24, Just a thought Do I have to have a battery
hooked up for the lights to operate on the stock system? You'll probably blow the bulbs if you
don't have it connected But they should light up; you just don't want to do anything but idle.
ShrinerDan , Dec 25, That's what I thought. I'll have to hook the battery charger up to it to see if
the lights come on. Right now not a single light comes on. Does not matter how I turn the key.
Day mode or night mode. Guess I'll put a meter on the battery leads and see what I have. If your
battery is shorted or bad, it could actually be keeping the lights from coming on. If the lights
come on with NO battery it is the battery. If the lights only come on with the battery, it is a
probably a problem with your stator, regulator, or just the wiring itself. I'm working on a 6 to 12V
conversion article I'd really just ditch everything and go that route. I guess I can use hand
signals around town. State of Iowa does not require mounted turn signals. ShrinerDan , Dec 26,
It's above freezing out right now so I'll tear into it later. I wanted to restore it but I'm thinking
about doing what you did with the baby fairing and maybe a 12v led tail light assmebly. Thinking
about painting the tank and fenders with truck bed coating. I won't even remove the emblems.
Just spray right over them. I plan on riding this bike till the wheels fall off. Finding some old 6v
lights laying around the garage I find that the lights are all burned out. That and whoever had
the bike before me put in 12v lights in the front signals and toasted the flasher so they don't
flash any more. One of the rear lights is stuck in the housing so I guess I'll be picking up new
housings and a headlight. At least I have a brake light now. Well, after an exhaustive search for
the headlight and forgetting to turn the petcock off I have decided to call it quits for the day. I
ran out for like half an hour and when I went back into the garage I smelled the smelly smell of
gasoline. Crap, now the bike won't start. Pulled the plug and it was wet so I'm going to leave it
out untill sunday. Gas should be out by then I'd think. I know I'm going to 12v the bike now. No
light to be had only means one thing Have to do something different. Pulled the exhaust off.
Could of driven my explorer for like ten miles with what came out of the bike. No wonder the
bike wouldn't start, It was full. Oh well, I'll let her air out over night and I'll be more intelligent
next time. If I wasn't so stinkin tired I'd tear the float bowl off and and adjust the needle valve.
That might have to wait for tomorrow. I think I'll even pull the skid plate off tomorrow and drain
the fluid from the crankcase. Jesus, I should start another thread. You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? Go
Wayback! Providing used industrial generators. Major Brands include Caterpillar, Cummins and
Detroit. Here is a list. I do not host most of these, they are just links to other web sites. If you
find a web site with parts or shop manuals on it let me know so I can list it here for everyone. I
usually don't remove any links, once I put them up. I have had some dead links become active
again after being gone for as much as a year. If you hit a dead link, try it again in a minute, hour,
day or so, sometimes even a week or two or more. Or, if you hit a dead link, right click and then

click "Copy Shortcut". Now paste it into the "Wayback Machine". It may be achived there. If you
find something you like, download it as fast as you can. DO NOT think it will be there waiting for
you tomorrow. It might not last another hour. Service Manuals links come and go like the wind.
Grab it NOW. Some of these are in Adobe Acrobat. You will need to get the Free Adobe Reader
to read them. You can get it Here. Another PDF Viewer that works good and is portable. Lastly, if
you steal all my work here, as some have done, it is OK. But at least give me a link back.
American Bajaj Scooter Scooter Shop and Parts Manuals. Cushman Scooter ID Find out what
scooter you have. Henderson 4cyl Indian Power Plus Parts book Indian Owners Manual Ridley
Parts books in PDF. Info on Magnetos and Generators used on Indian Motorcycles. Victory
Motorcycles Parts from Victory. Indian Motorcycles Parts from Indian. Indian and
Harley-Davidson Motorcycles Austria Puch TF Owners Manual and Parts Book for the cc
"Twingle". Puch Maxi Belgium Gillet , cc Owners Manual, in French I think. Lots of stuff from as
early as BSA Gold Star Spec's on the Goldie BSA BSA W. M20 Maintenance Manual. BSA,
Triumph, Lucas Lots of Good Stuff! Grab them while you can! British Motorcycle Help Lots of
help files in PDF format on carbs, electrics, magnetos, and stuff. BSA Bantam Library Lots of
Manuals. Golden Flash Instruction Manual. BSA B Service Manual James Motorcycles Info,
Specs, and Pics. Also some stuff on Villiers Engines J. Prestwich Engine I. Numbers Norton
Service Sheets PDF. You will have to copy and paste this URL Norton Rotary Old Triumph PDF
Parts Manuals. Service Manuals, Parts manuals and tech stuff for old Triumphs. Scroll to
bottom of page on lefthand side for manuals. Velocette LE Info on the flat twin Velocette Singles
Specs, wiring diag Velocette Velocette Specs! Look up Villiers engine numbers. Canada CanAm
Owners Manuals in PDF. Parts Manuals in XLS. Parts Manuals. GY6 clone stuff Lots of PDF files.
GY6 clone Service Manual. Chinese 50cc Shop Manual Chinese Lots of General Chinese Service
Manuals. Service and Parts Manuals. Czechoslovakia CZ ,,ccm r. Service Manual in Czech Jawa
50 ccm type Very nice site for Jawa and CZ riders. Many Wiring diagrams and parts books Jawa
"Perak" Exploded engine view. Jawa OHC Parts Book in Czech. France Voxan Maintinance
Manuals in. PDF, all in French. Germany Adler Motorcycle Some Tech stuff. Beemer Garage
BMW K Series Lots of Good Tech Articles But, lots of bad links too. BMW Air Head BMW F All
free too. BMW R Lots of Repair Manuals. DKW SB Owners manual for the model. Shop Manual,
Tech Stuff Maicoletta Parts of a shop manual in PDF. Owners Manual in German. MZ RT Parts
Book in German. MZ BK Shop Manual in German of a flat twin. NSU Quickly NSU Prima NSU
Super Max Shop Manual for this cc bike with an unusual cam drive. Simson AWO Manual and
Parts List in German. A lot of Sachs Engine stuff but, it is in German. Victoria Bergmeister Parts
Manual, Victoria Bergmeister R Bella Parts Book. Hungarian Meray Motorcycles Just some
Specs on a rare old Motorcycle. Tech Info on an old British bike still being made in India. Italian
Aprillia Use and Maintenance Manuals. Cagiva Alazzurra Workshop Manual. Parts Manual.
Cucciolo T Ducati Owners Manual. Ducati Parts Book. Lots of Dell'orto carb pictures Ducati SL
Parts Book Monza Owners, Service Manual. All cc cc cc models Ducati Parts Book Ducati GT
Owners Service Manual. Ducati Roundcase Ducati SS Ducati GT Owners Maintenance, Service
Manual. Ducati - GTS Supplemental manual to the workshop manual. Ducati Darmah Owners
Manual Ducati Darmah Darmah SSD Ducati MHR Shop Manual Suppliment. Ducati S2 Owner's
Maual. Ducati Pantah SL Pantah SL Ducati Pantah Ducati Indiana - Ducati F Bevel Valve Drive
Ducatis Lots of Shop Manuals. Motorcycle Parts Diagrams Moto Morini Moto Morini wiring
Diagrams and some other stuff. Service Manuals, Owners Manuals. Moto Morini Workshop
manual Moto Guzzi , WorkShop Manual Moto Guzzi MV Agusta Engine Parts Diagrams. Polini
Shop Manual In PDF. Vespa and Lambretta Lots of owners Manuals in PDF form. Vespa
Scooters Lots of wiring Diagrams. Shop manuals. Vor Manuals Race Manuals. Italian Manuals
Italian Motorcycle Owners Manuals All in Italian. Small Bike Wiring Small Italian Bike Wiring
Diagrams. Italian HD Service Manual PDF. Japanese Bridgestone Parts Books and Service
Manuals Hodaka Serial s Honda XR R Exploded parts views. Motorcycle Model Codes Find out
the year of that bike. CL Honda Parts Book for the old Honda cc Twin. CBCB77 Honda CA77
Honda Owners Manual for the Dream Twin. CB77 Honda Honda VT Honda CB Shop manual.
Motorcycle and car manuals and parts books LOTS of them. Same web site as above only a
different page with more Honda manuals. Service manual. Honda NX Service manual Factory
Shop Manual. CT Honda Owner's Manual. Parts in PDF format from a site that is no longer with
us. For the time being I am hosting this PDF file! Service Manual CBF Parts Book for the Honda
cc Four. Shop Manuals for older fours. Owners Manual. Owners Manuals in Italian. Parts
Manuals in English and Spanish. Service Manuals in English and Italian. It's Big Meg. Owners,
Parts, Shop Manuals for 50cccc Hondas. CB Service Manual, Parts Manuals big, big download
Megs. Service Manual and Parts Manuals. You will have to click around and search just a small
bit but there are Service Manuals to be had. Vintage Honda Honda Manuals Manuals Honda GL
Carburetor Kawasaki EL Users manual. Kawasaki Specifications Parts Book. KZ Twin B1-B4

Shop manuals. I sure have a big problem with his method of locking the crank to tighten the
flywheel nut. There is not a lot of clearence between the stators and the flywheel Service Manual
ZXR KZ, KZ PDF Shop manual. Maintenance Manual. Kawasaki H Series Three Cylinder Shop
Manual. Service Bulletins and H2 Parts. Three Cylinder Sercice Manual. Kawasaki Z These are
all locked PDF files Not So Cool Even if you can't print it out, you can still look at it anytime you
want. More Yamaha Owners Manuals Online From the UK. Yamaha XS Shop, Parts, and Owners
Manuals for the twin. Yamaha XS, Parts book, Owners Manual and info on Yamaha's Triple.
Yamaha VMX Owners Manual for the V-Max. Yamaha TZR Shop Manual. DT, , Yamaha FZR This
one goes off and on line a lot. If it's not there, try again in a day or a week! PDF Service Manual.
Right click and "Save Target A s Lots of wiring diagrams for the XJs. Yamaha SRG Shop and
Parts manuals for this Yamaha single. Specs on Yamaha's cc single. Yamaha SR Rebuild
Manual. Fazer Service Manuals and other stuff. Parts Books and Service Stuff. Shop Manuals
and Parts Books. It is in the Internet Archive. Most links work but some don't! Service Bulletins.
Service Manual Suzuki VX Shop manual in PDF. Suzuki VX Parts book in PDF. Owners manual
in PDF. Service Manuals. The Fiches to the left don't seem to work but the shop manuals do.
Suzuki RE Parts, Service books in PDF. Big Meg! Korea Hyosung You can buy these bikes, right
now, brand new! Lots of Shop Manuals and other stuff in German. Unofficial Ural Shop Manual
Rebuild the Ural. Spain Bultaco Serial s Bultaco Model List Bultaco Parts Book, Specs Montessa
ID s Montessa Years and Model s Montessa Model List Ossa Owners manual Stiletto, Pioneer, T.
T Sherco The new Bultaco Old Service Bulletins. Yugoslavia Tomos Moped More Tomos Moped
Stuff I have not dealt with any of these businesses. They just have parts diagrams. Exploded
parts views and part numbers for a lot of older bikes and new ones too. From the Netherlands.
Suzuki parts diagrams going back to Lots of late model parts Micro-Fiche on line. Lots of
Service Manuals Polaris 4-Wheelers Service and Parts Books. Honda, Kwasaki, Yamaha Suzuki,
Polaris Vintage Snow Shop and Parts Manuals. Personal Water Craft SeaDoo personal
watercraft Instruction Manuals. Owners Manuals and Parts Manuals. Vanguard Single shop
Manual. Old Stationary Engine Manuals Not free any longer but quite cheap and, if you need
one, you might not find it anywhere else. Must have Internet Explorer Web Browser to use.
Lombardini Engines Service Manuals, Use and Maintinance Manuals. Continental Engines
Maintinance, Parts, Overhaul Books. Small engine Toro Master PartsViewer- Loads slow if
you're on dial-up! Click on Publications in the upper right hand corner. Enter your model
number and it's yours! PDF Owners Manuals. PDF Parts Books. Outboards Outboard Service
manuals Lots of Outboard Service Manuals. Mercury Outboards Old Mercury Wiring Diagrams.
Tanaka Outboards Owners Manuals. Parts Books. Parts Books Lots of online parts books for
outboards. Tohatsu Parts Books Tohatsu Owners Manuals Owners manuals for Tohatsu
outboards. Lots of different old car manuals. Old Automotive Books. Lots of different old Auto
Books. Oldsmobile Shop Manual 6 and Shop Manuals for old Chevrolets No longer with us but if
you dig at this link you may find what you need. Army Manuals Free US Government Manuals.
Not Motorcycle, but interesting! Handy Search for above Messerschmitt Unclassified Parts Lots
of different shop and parts Manuals. Shop and Parts Manuals Parts and Shop Manuals Parts,
Owners and Shop Manuals Lots of different Shop, Owmers and Parts Manuals. Click on the
name you want. Only one problem. I could not download any PDF from them that was bigger
then 20 Megabytes. Strange, but you can still get a lot of under 20 Meg PDFs. Manuals from
Motorcycle Thailand Lots of different owners manuals and some shop and parts Manuals.
Manuale Dereparatie Amazing number of different shop and parts Manuals. Site is in Rumanian,
Hungarian, and English. Even late Model ones. From our Comrades in Russia! Operator's
Guides From Bombardier Recreational Products. Moped Riders Association General Motorcycle
spcifications for a lot of diferent bikes. Side Car set up Manuals Manuals and a reprint of a very
good motorcycle book from the s. Moped Manuals Shop, Owners and Parts Manuals. Walbro
Carburetors Wiring Diagrams Ken-bar Go karts Tote Gote The Moped Archive If you like Mopeds
here is a lot of information about them. Repair and other stuff. Project Moped Manual Service
Manuals, Parts Manuals, Owners manuals. Scooter Manuals Lots of Scooter Service Manuals,
Literature. Vetter Fairings Instillation Instructions. Lots of various makes. More Scooter
Manuals! Free software to re-program your ECU fuel injection. This pictorial diagram shows us
a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an electrical circuit or system. An
electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections, indicating their relative positions. The
use of this Array can be positively recognized in a production project or in solving electrical
problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even derail electrical plans. The layout
facilitates communication between electrical engineers designing electrical circuits and
implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making repairs. It shows whether the
installation has been appropriately designed and implemented while confirming the safety
regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position and arrangement of devices

and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the device. This is unlike a
schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components interconnections on the diagram
usually does not correspond to the components physical locations in the finished device. A
pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a
more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over physical appearance. They only
provide general information and cannot be used to repair or examine a circuit. The functions of
different equipment used within the circuit get presented with the help of a schematic diagram
whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal lines. However, these lines are known
to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A represents the original and physical
layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture with different symbols shows the
exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its components are shown by the pictorial to be
easily identifiable. They are often photos attached with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the
physical components. A person with a strong knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only
understand a pictorial. ITAntonio Vergara. Related F Wiring Diagram. This is not an automated
service. Each Diagram that is requested has to be hand selected and sent. As this is a free
service it receives an overwhelming amount of requests and may take up to a week or longer for
a response. Just submit a request for the wiring diagram you want ex. We will provide you with
the basic free wiring diagrams in an email that can be viewed, saved or printed for future use.
Automotive basic wiring diagrams are available free for domestic and Asian vehicles. Some
European wiring diagrams are available also. Once you get your Free Wiring Diagrams, then
what do you do with it. You still need to fix the problem that led you here in the first place right?
There are many different ways to look at fixing an electrical problem but we will stick with the
easiest way. First , find the problem area on the wiring diagram. Highlight the individual circuit
using a different color for positive and negative. Trace the wiring till you can see where a short
may have taken place. Eliminate each portion of the diagram in sections until you find the short
in the wiring. This makes knowing where to check connections easy with an automotive wiring
diagram. Free Auto Repair Manuals. Free vehicle specific wiring diagrams available upon
request. Please search first. Wiring Diagrams This is not an automated service. Please be
specific on what area of the vehicle you need a free wiring diagram for. Some of the images are
in ". This will insure the ability to read the free wiring diagrams with ease. Adobe Acrobat
Reader is available as a free download at Adobe. To Submit a request for basic free wiring
diagrams Here. This is the same information that the dealers use. How to read wiring diagrams
Use the two different diagrams below to help you understand what you are looking at. There are
many different symbols on wiring diagrams and can be difficult to figure out what they each
represent if you have not seen them before. The sample wiring diagram to your above will help
you be able to read and understand the description locations on each wiring diagram. Each part
is labeled on the sample wiring diagram to make it easier to read. How to read and interpret
wiring diagrams:. Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of vw super beetle wiring diagram. A wiring
diagram is a streamlined traditional photographic representation of an electric circuit. It shows
the elements of the circuit as simplified forms, and the power and signal connections between
the gadgets. A wiring diagram usually gives information regarding the loved one position and
arrangement of devices and also terminals on the tools, to assist in building or servicing the
device. A pictorial representation would certainly show much more information of the physical
look, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of a much more symbolic symbols to highlight
interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is frequently made use of to
repair troubles and making certain that the connections have been made which everything is
present. Variety of vw super beetle wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save
it to your computer by right clicking on the image. Architectural wiring layouts show the
approximate locations and also interconnections of receptacles, lights, as well as long-term
electric solutions in a building. Adjoining cable routes could be revealed around, where certain
receptacles or components should be on a common circuit. Electrical wiring layouts use
common symbols for electrical wiring tools, usually various from those utilized on schematic
layouts. The electric signs not only show where something is to be installed, but additionally
exac
2009 xk
ford transit connect owners manual
heath zenith doorbell wiring diagram
tly what sort of gadget is being set up. A surface area ceiling light is shown by one symbol, a
recessed ceiling light has a various icon, and also a surface area fluorescent light has one more
symbol. Each sort of button has a various sign and also so do the numerous electrical outlets.
There are signs that show the area of smoke detectors, the buzzer chime, as well as thermostat.

On big jobs symbols may be numbered to show, for example, the panel board as well as circuit
to which the gadget connects, as well as likewise to identify which of a number of sorts of
component are to be installed at that location. A set of circuitry diagrams could be needed by
the electrical examination authority to accept connection of the home to the public electrical
supply system. Wiring layouts will certainly additionally include panel timetables for circuit
breaker panelboards, as well as riser layouts for special solutions such as emergency alarm or
shut circuit tv or various other special services.

